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Some Engineering Applications
of the Buckingham Pi Theorem
By EVERETT E. EDDEY
In attempting to solve a problem, an engineer
often tries analytic mathematical methods first.
Equations stating the relations that must be sat-
isfied are set up. Solution of these equations
then gives the desired relations existing between
the different variables in the problem. Very
often, however, it happens that it is very difficult
or even impossible to set up and solve analytical
equations. In such cases dimensional analysis
will frequently give a solution. The Buckingham
pi theorem is a very powerful tool of dimensional
analysis. This theorem is particularly well
adapted for use by engineers since little mathe-
matical knowledge is necessary. The underlying
physical principles, however, must be well known.
This theorem was formulated by Dr. Edgar Buck-
ingham of the Bureau of Standards.1 The pur-
pose of this article is to set forth this theorem
and to show some applications of its uses.
As an introductory problem leading up to the
theorem, consider the following very simple ex-
ample: Suppose it is desired to find the time t
required for an object traveling at a constant
velocity v to traverse a distance d. The relation
t=d/v is unknown, and it is desired to solve the
1
 Buckingham, E., Phys. Rev., Vol. 4, p. 345, 1914.
problem by dimensional analysis. A start is made
by assuming (justification for this assumption
will be given later) that the equation for t takes
the following form:
t=CdaVb
where C is a numerical constant and a and b are
unknown exponents. Since t has the dimension
of time; d, that of length; and v, that of length
divided by time, it is obvious that if the equation
is to be dimensionally consistent, a must equal 1
and b must be—1. Hence
t=C(d/v)
The constant C may be evaluated rather easily in
the laboratory by a single experiment, for ex-
ample, by pulling a cart at constant velocity and
measuring the time required to travel a given
distance.
Although the above example is rather trivial, it
illustrates one important point: a constant in an
equation was evaluated by a single experiment.
The equation thus formed, however, applies in
all cases. The Buckingham pi theorem is basic-
ally just a refinement of the method used in this
example. The pi theorem is somewhat more so-
phisticated and may be applied to more intricate
problems.
The Buckingham pi theorem states that if n
quantities (force, viscosity, displacement, etc.)
are concerned in a problem and if these n quan-
tities are expressible in terms of m dimensions
(mass, length, time, etc.), then there will be
(n—m) independent dimensionless groups which
can be formed by combinations of the quantities.
If the (n—m) groups are called P15 P2, P3, etc., then
the solution of the problem must take the form:
F (Plf P2, P.L. _._)=O
It will be noted that this equation can be solved
for any particular pi, say pix:
P—f(P P )
—Courtesy General Electric.
Model of propulsion steam turbine gear unit
with condenser for 6000-hp Victory ship
Several examples illustrating the use of the pi
theorem will now be given. First, however, it
might be well to explain the notation to be used.
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•—Courtesy General Electric.
Capt. J. S. Evans, Inspector of naval material at Sche-
nectady, examines a model of the new cross-com-
pound propulsion turbine for destroyers
The symbol for a dimension will be taken as the
capital of the first letter in the name of the di-
mension. Thus M is taken as the symbol for
mass; L, for length; T, for time, etc. Then di-
mensional formulas may be formed:
velocity=V=L/T
density=r=M/L3
As the first example, consider the problem of a
naval architect who wishes to plot the water re-
sistance to motion of a ship versus the velocity
of the ship. An analytical approach was tried
but difficulties were encountered so the pi theorem
was resorted to. The force of water resistance
will in general depend upon the shape of the ship.
However if consideration is limited to ships of
similar shape, then shape need no longer be con-
sidered. In this case some "characteristic linear
dimension" should be specified to indicate relative
size. Then the important quantities in connec-
tion with this problem are:
P=force on the ship=ML/T-
S=immersed surface area=L2
l=a linear dimension (to indicate rela-
tive size)=L
v (Nu)=kinematic viscosity of water=
L2/T
V=velocity of the ship=L/T
r=density of the fluid=M/L3
It will be seen that there are six quantities and
three dimensions. Hence 6—3=3 pi s are ex-
pected. The general expression for a pi takes
the shape:
Pi=Pa Sb lc vd Ve rf
Substituting the dimensional equivalents:
i
Pi=(MaLa/TL>a) (L2b) (Lc) (L2d/Td) (Le/Te)
(Mf/Lsf)
If the pi is to be dimensionless, the expon-
ents of M, L, and T must add up to zero separate-
ly. Whence:
a-f f=0 (For M)
a-f2b+c+2d+e—3f===0 (For L)
_2a—d—e=0 (For T)
There are six unknowns and three equations;
hence, values may be arbitrarily asigned to three
variables and the values of the other three vari-
ables determined from the above equations. Thus
for P± choose a= l , c=0, e=0. Inserting these
values in the equations, one finds that f=—1, d=
—2, b=0.
P
p _
V2r
For P2, choose a—0, b=0, e—1. Solving the
system of equations, one discovers that f=0, c=l ,
d = — 1.
•p IV
Since P/S is obviously a dimensionless quan-
tity,
I2
P . =
S
(Continued on page 22)
—Courtesy General Electric.
Model of a gas turbine for marine use
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V
force=F=ML/T2
BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM
(Continued from page 8)
Then from the pi theorem:
F(P/v2r, lV/v, P/S)=0
If attention is restricted at present to ships
which are similarly loaded (that is, each ship dis-
places relatively the same amount of water), then
the ratio P/S will be the same for all ships and
may be omitted here. Then
F'(P/v2r, lV/v)=0
Solving for P/v2r=f (lV/v)
Now our naval architect could experiment on
a model boat, varying the velocity of the model
boat with respect to the fluid in which it floats
and measuring the force upon the boat. Then if
instead of merely plotting P versus V, he were to
plot P/v2r vertically against lV/v horizontally,
he would have a curve which, according to the pi
theorem, applies to all ships. To find the curve
of P versus V for any ship, it is merely necessary
to alter the co-ordinates of the above curve by the
appropriate values of r, v and 1.
The simplicity resulting from the use of the pi
theorem is apparent from these results. A single
curve shows the effects of five variables. If the
data were treated in the more conventional man-
ner, plotting P versus V with 1, r and v as para-
meters, and if just five values of each parameter
were considered, it would be necessary to plot 5"= -
125 curves.
It might be that the naval architect would wish
data on just a few specific points instead of a
complete curve. In this case the analysis is some-
what simpler. Let primes refer to quantities
connected with the model boat, and let quantities
without primes refer to the full-sized ship. Then
P/v2r=f (lV/v) (1)
P'/v'2r=f (l'V'/V) (2)
Now if the argument of the function f (that is,
IV
) is the same for both the model and the full-
sized ship, then f will have the same value in each
case. Hence if
lV/v=l'V7v'
V'=(v'l/vl')V (3)
then (1) divided by (2) :
P=(v2r/v'2r')P' (4)
(P/n2r) (n'-ryP')=f(lV/v)/f(l'V7v')
(4)
Hence if the model is given the velocity indicated
bj' equation (3), then the force on the model and
the real ship will be related by (4). Note that
the mathematical manipulations used above are
equivalent merely to equating the two pis for the
model and for the full-sized ship.
Now if the discussion is not limited to similarly
loaded ships, then the quantity 12/S will have dif-
ferent values for different ships, and this quantity
must be considered. In this case:
P/v2r=f (lV/v, 17S)
and it will be necessary to plot P/v2r versus 1 v/n
for different values of 12/S as a parameter.
As a second example, let an expression for the
resisting force R which air offers to the wing of
an airplane be found. Considering geometrically
similar wings, important quantities are:
R=resisting force
1—a "characteristic dimension" to indicate rel-
ative size
V=speed=L/T
r=density of air=M/L3
m=viscosity of the air=M/LT
There are five important quantities and three
dimensions; hence 5—3—-2 pi's are expected. By
the methods previously developed, it may be
shown that :
Pr-=R/rV2P P2=lVr/m (Reynolds number)
Hence:
R/rV2l2=f (lVr/m) (5)
One could test a model airplane in a wind tun-
nel and plot PL versus P.. Also if only a few con-
ditions of operation are desired, one could equate
the P's as before (where primes refer to the
model) :
R/rV2l2=R'/r'V'T2
R=rv2l Vr'v'T2) R' (6)
V '= (lrm'/l'r'm') V (7)
Equations (6) and (7) illustrate some of the
difficulties involved in using models. If one used
atmospheric pressure in the wind tunnel thus
making r and m the same for the model and for
the real plane, and if the model were made to a
small scale ( l ' « 1), it follows from (7) that V
would have to be very great. Also with these con-
ditions, R'^=R; the force on the model would be
as great as that on the actual wing! In attempt-
ing to get around these difficulties, three things
may be done: (1) use a relatively large scale
model, (2) use high pressure (and hence high
density) in the test wind tunnel, and (3) make
use of the following approximation: Experiment
shows that as P. in equation (5) is increased, the
(Continued on page 24)
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The bus driver charged a
lady full fare for her son who
was wearing long pants.
At the next corner a small
boy wearing short trousers paid
only half fare.
At the next corner, a lady
boarded the bus and he didn't
charge her anything. Why?
You have an evil mind. She
had a transfer.
SfC J|C jjs
M. E. Student: "Professor, is
water-works spelled as all one
word, or is there a hydrant in
the middle?"
* * *
Eddey (in EE lab.) : "Taylor,
grab the end of that wire."
Taylor: "All right, I've got
it."
Eddey: "Feel anything?"
Taylor: "No."
Eddey: "Well, then, don't
touch the next one to it. It's
got 50,000 volts in it."
* * *
"Here's one that Luther Bur-
bank didn't try," said the little
coed as she crossed her legs.
* * *
Definitions
Chlorine—a dancer in a nite
club.
Carbon—a storage place for
street cars.
Barium—what you do to dead
people.
Boron—a person of low men-
tality.
Mole—subterranean fur-bear-
ing animal.
Catalyst—a western ranch
owner.
Centimeter—a hundred-leg-
ged worm-like animal.
Prof, (in "culture" class) :
"Can you tell me anything about
the great poets of the 17th cen-
tury?"
Engineer: "Oh, they're all
dead, sir."
F e b r u a r y , 1 9 4 5
AMAZING FACTS
about the hardest metal made by man
AMAZING FACT NO. 1—Carboloy Cemented
Carbide starts out as a mixture of simple
metallic powders! Under heat and pressure,
ft is transformed into a super-hard metal
—in an endless variety of shapes and
forms—for machine tools, dies and wear-
proofed parts.
AMAZING FACT NO. 2—The hardest metal
made by man works at speeds once thought
impossibly high! It has what it takes to
machine today's super-tough alloys to tol-
erances never before possible in mass pro-
duction. It commonly doubles, even triples,
the output of machines and men.
AMAZING FACT NO. 3—Carboloy Cemented
Carbide has literally revolutionized produc-
tion—in the forming of sheet metal, and
in drawing wire and tubing, as well as in
machining operations. It has cleared serious
bottlenecks in vital war industries—speed-
ing tank, aircraft and ammunition produc-
tion, and naval building programs.
AMAZING FACT NO. 4—This miracle metal
is one of the most wear-resistant materials
known. This characteristic, of great value
during the war, will open up countless new
peacetime uses. Examples — valves, gauges,
guides, machine parts—and non-industrial
uses such as wear-resistant guides for deep
sea fishing rods.
Increased output - lower costs - for you
RIGHT NOW, in your present shop set--up, Carboloy Cemented Carbide
will step up production of vitally needed
war materials.
At the same time your organization
will gain valuable experience for the
peacetime competitive battle to come—
in which success will depend upon
ability to build better products, in larger
volume, at lower costs.
And remember this—in many cases
Carboloy Cemented Carbide tools ac~
tually cost less than far less efficient
materials for corresponding uses.
CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC., DETROIT 32.
CARBOLOY
T R A D E M A R K
C E M E N T E D C A R B I D E
The Hardest Metal
Made by Man
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Victory means now jobs for STEAM
G-293
In the wake of this war will come new jobs for steam — new opportunities along
with new problems for power engineers. Many signs point to new post-war
industries — different methods, techniques and processes; new conveniences
being dreamed up today for tomorrow's comforts. Then as now, steam will
continue to be the leading power on land, on sea, and on the rails — helping
to build a better world — to set new standards of living—to provide livelihoods.
With today's accelerated experience added to its long leadership in design-
ing, building, and applying fuel burning and steam-generating
equipment, the vast Babcock & Wilcox organization will be better
fitted than ever to serve you, the power engineers of the future.
BABCOCK & WILCOX
THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
85 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y.
BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM
(Continued from page 22)
function f tends asymptotically towards a con-
stant value. Hence if P2 is increased so that the
asymptotic region is reached, equation (5) may
be written approximately for this region as
R=constantXr 1- V2
As a final example, consider the problem faced
by General Electric Co. engineers in connection
with the binary-vapor power plant. It was de-
sired to design a centrifugal pump to pump mer-
cury. The design of centrifugal pumps for water
is well developed; and so as a first step in the
design, a standard water pump is to be chosen
which will give the desired performance with
mercury. The specifications which must be met
by the mercury pump are a speed of 1750 r.p.m.
and a capacity of 2,600,000 lbs hr of mercury de-
livered against an exhaust pressure of 500 p.s.i.
It is desired to find the operating speed, exhaust
pressure, and capacity of the water pump.
Considering geometrically similar pumps, im-
portant quantities are:
l=a "characteristic dimension"
Q=quantity of fluid pumped per unit time
P—pressure head to be pumped against
A male nurse in a mental hospital noticed a
patient with his ear close to the wall, listening
intently. The patient held up a finger as a warn-
ing for him to be very quiet; then beckoned him
over and said: "You listen here."
The nurse put his ear to the wall and listened
for some time, then turned to the patient and
said: "I can't hear anything."
"No," said the patient, "and it's been like that
all day."
S=speed at which pump is run
r^  density of the fluid
m=-=viscosity of the fluid
Three pi's are anticipated and these are
P,=Sl-r/m
P2---l-Pr/m-
P:i=-lQ/m
Then letting the subscript w refer to quan-
tities connected with the water pump, and the
subscript o, to quantities connected with the mer-
cury pump, we have equating the pi's:
S,, Sw (m,,lw-r w/m wi0-r o)
Qo=(lwm0/l0mw)Qw
(Continued on page 32)
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Po=(rwPwm^/r(,l,rmw;i)Pw
The Mt. Vernon
Bridge Company
Designers, Fabricators and Erectors of
Structural Steel of
Every Description
Builders of Structural Seel Work
of Ohio Stadium
Blast Furnaces
Skip Bridges
Ore and Coke Bins
Railway and Highway Bridges
Viaducts and Trestles
Mills and Factory Buildings
MT. VERNON, - OHIO
How to Make a Splice
in Rubber Insulated Cable
• Illustrated Bulletin OK-1007 describes
various splices and tapes for rubber insu-
lated cables up to 5000 volts. To obtain a
copy just write The Okonite Company,
Passaic, New Jersey.
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES 3725
YOUR 1945 MAKIO!
Buy your 7945 Makio now
$5.50 to March 5
$6.00 after March 6
THE 1945 MAKIO
Room 2, Ohio Union
Helen Haeckl, Editor
Mary Gene Standish, Bus. Mgr.
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Don't Be Cold
OKONITE
BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM
(Continued from page 24)
Substituting the given values for So, Po and Qo
in the above equations, letting lo=lw, and mak-
ing use of the fact that at 20°C:
Water
Density = l gram/cm3
Viscosity^O.0101
grams/cm sec
Mercury
Density=13.6
grams/cnr
Viscosity=-0.0159
grams/cm sec
we have:
.0101
.oi5y (13.6)(1750)=15,100 r.p.m.
Po= 13.6 ( 0159
2
 500=2,750 p.s.i.
/•0101 \ 2,600,000=1,265,000 lbs/hr=r
V.0159/ 198,000 gal/hr
This paper has given some examples of the use
of the Buckingham pi theorem. It is hoped that
the value of this theorem to engineers has been
made apparent.
Including Cornell, Wellesley, Yale, Sirard,
Johns Hopkins, V. P. I., North Carolina State,
The Citadel, Georgia Tech., Alabama Poly-
technic, Texas A. & M.t Southern Methodist, and
others—you'll find Frick Refrigeration perform-
ing many vital services.
It's used for storing foods, making ice, cooling
drinking water, conditioning air, laboratory in-
struction, research work, Army and Navy train-
ing, quick-freezing, medical purposes, etc.
Frick Refrigeration is versatile: it adapts itself
to any and all educational, commercial, and
industrial cooling needs. In short, to YOUR
needs. Let us submit estimates.
FRICK COMPANY
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania
And then there was the student who transfer-
red from engineering to arts college and raised
the I.Q. of both.
This business of getting up jokes
Has got me a little bit daunted.
The ones you want, I can't print
And the ones I print aren't wanted.
A Frosh came to class the other day with a very
black tongue. We questioned him and this was
his reply: "I dropped a bottle of whiskey on a
freshly-tarred road."
Then there's the one about the veterinarian who
tried to breed a mule and a cow. The doc said
that he wanted a milk drink with a kick to it.
Q: "Do you know why the little bee buzzes?"
R: "You'd buzz too, if somebody stole your
honey and nectar."
And then there was the rook engineer who let
his roommate fix him/ up with a blind date with
with Allis-Chalmers.
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